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No city left behind the circular economy revolution
#CircularCities



Circular Economy Club (CEC)

LOCAL CHAPTERS

+230 CEC volunteer organizers run 
the chapters in their cities to bring 
together stakeholders willing to 
implement the circular model.

EXPERTS

+50 CEC Mentors give free 
mentoring to young startups 
embedding circularity.

CERTIFICATION

Providing the skills to implement the 
circular economy framework to 
young professionals and consultants 
worldwide. 

CEC is the international network of over 6,500 circular economy professionals and organisations in 
over 140 countries. 

CEC is nonprofit and global. Anyone can join online for free.

KEY AREAS OF WORK



Vision: We envision a new era where all cities worldwide function through a circular model, 

setting the end to an age of waste.

Mission: We aim to bring the circular economy to cities worldwide by building strong local networks 

to design and implement circular local strategies, embed the circular economy in the education system 
and help circular solutions scale.



Circular Cities Week, by CEC
Circular Cities Week (CCW) is an annual, decentralized global event launched in 2019. During the week, CEC Chapters organize 

events to discuss circularity for their city and identify opportunities and next steps to encourage implementation of the circular 
economy in their cities. 



The circular economy is an alternative to the linear economy 
(produce-consume-waste) where every material goes back into the cycle.

Economic Opportunity
With the yearly 80% of unrecovered 
materials from the $3.2 trillion worth 
that are used only in consumer goods 

(McKinsey 2014), the circular 
economy is the world’s largest 

opportunity. 



What Is a Circular City?

Embeds the principles of a circular economy.

These cities aim to 
1. eliminate the concept of waste, 
2. keep assets at their highest value at all times, and 
3. are enabled by digital technology. 

A circular city seeks to improve resilience for the city and its citizens and decouple economic 
growth from the consumption of finite resources.

Source: adapted from Ellen MacArthur Foundation



Top challenges

1. Unclear benefits 
2. Lack of incentives for companies and consumers 
3. Not enough training being conducted among producers
4. High amount of disposables and plastic packaging 
5. Intense water and energy consumption 

SNAPSHOT - takeaways from 2019

Top opportunities

1. Policies and procurement that incentivize circulation
2. Leverage big data, blockchain, AI and robotics
3. Provide transparency of environmental impacts across 

the supply chain
4. Create markets for used products or waste
5. Renting or leasing strategis 

Top Sectors Identified
1. Fashion/Textile

2. Built Environment 

3. Food & Beverage

4. Tourism

5. Agriculture



1. Buildings as “materials banks”

TOP TOOLS

2. Circular City Scan to map material flows

3. Leverage biomimicry in design

4. Prioritize recycled/reused materials

5. Have rental models in mind

EXAMPLES



www.CircularEconomyClub.com
For more information visit

http://www.circulareconomyclub.com


CCW 2020

The Panel Session



The Panelists - Los Angeles



THANK YOU
No city left behind the circular economy revolution

#CircularCities


